Introduction
Church bell ringing in the British style is an art peculiar to the English speaking world. It is estimated that there are 40 000 bell ringers in England alone and that 3000 towers are rung regularly every Sunday.
Despite the considerable hazards associated with the activity (even the most hardened activists hesitate to call it a sport) little is known about the incidence or range of injuries that occur. As previous medical reports are limited to a single case report ' and a humorous but instructive article on coping with crises in campanology2 our aim was to investigate the incidence, aetiology, and outcome of campanologicaL6 trauma. Departments Methods Injuries due to bell ringing were investigated retrospectively by three methods. Firstly, ringers were invited through advertisements in Ringing World to describe to the authors injuries that they had had or seen. Secondly, the pages of the previous six years of Ringing World were searched for reports of ringing injuries and their treatment. Thirdly, a standardised questionnaire was sent to the captains of twenty randomly selected towers. It requested details of the number of regular ringers in each tower and any injuries that they had had over the previous two years.
Results
The advertisement in Ringing World and a search of the previous six years' issues produced a total of 79 injuries (table I) . Seventeen replies were received from the 20 (fig 1) . This occurs when the stay (fig 2) breaks, the bell goes over the balance, and the hapless ringer who forgets to release the rope is whisked towards the ceiling at a speed approaching 90 km per hour. A typical incident is described in a letter from Australia: "when I caught the sally and allowed the bell to go up to the balance point, with no warning whatsoever the bell weighing about nine hundredweight (450 kg) went past the balance and I went with it. I could hear voices (not the spiritual kind), telling me to Let go! Let go! and all I could think was I am not going to drop that far onto the cement floor, so I kept going right to the top until my right hand hit the hole and my head hit the ceiling. I had no choice but to let go FIG (fig 3) and a comment from his wife to stop picking his nose in public.
An 80 year old ringer was ringing for the harvest service. On the handstroke the rope was checked momentarily in its runners and formed a loop, which fell over his head and tightened just above the eyebrows. As the bell continued its upward swing the rope caused forehead and scalp lacerations. A complete scalping was prevented when he rapidly twisted his head and loosened the rope.
Ringers also suffer from the wear and tear of repetitive movements -tenosynovitis and degenerative arthritis, particularly ofthe hands, wrists, and thumbs. It is difficult to say whether this is primarily due to ringing or if the activity aggravates a pre-existing condition. At least one medical ringer had to abandon ringing because of an exacerbation of rheumatoid arthritis. As may be expected, inflammatory disease of the elbows and shoulders is also common.
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ASSOCIATED HAZARDS One message from this catalogue of mishaps is that ringers should not enter into the bell chamber unaccompanied when the bells are up.5 A proficient and accomplished ringer failed to tell the band that he was epileptic; on one occasion the tenor was raised in a village church and the clapper went up the wrong way. As he climbed alone into the bellframe he had an epileptic fit and fell directly into the path of the bell. Mercifully the bell was not knocked off the rest as he fell to the floor and he suffered only a minor head injury. The ringers carefully moved him out of harm's way -but were soundly told off by the doctor for doing so. This ringer could have suffered the fate of a vicar who, while showing some choir boys the bells, fell into the raised bells and was crushed to death.
Not all incidents are so dramatic. During bell maintenance a tower captain decided to remove a clapper. This was done by loosening the clapper bolt (a long bolt passing through the base of the bell and the headstock; fig 4) . It had to be removed from below by lowering the clapper from inside the bell, but the hinge was stiff and the bolt stuck rigidly upwards until it suddenly released, striking the victim smartly on the crown of the head, thereby releasing a stream of expletives.
The most inexplicable of associated deaths occurred at the high tower of a large country church, which was open to visitors during a ringing outing. During the peal a visitor conumitted suicide by jumping from the roof of the tower. A ringer commented, "I didn't think our Steadman Caters was that bad."
It is noticeable both from the obituary columns of Ringing World and the questionnaire replies that many people die suddenly immediately after ringing a peal. The reasons for this can only be a source of conjecture. Does the victim have angina during the peal but say nothing for fear of letting the rest of the band down? Perhaps this should be the subject of further research.
Although bell ringing may produce injury it can also be therapeutic. Ten respondents in this study with back pain found relief during ringing. One man with two slipped discs proved on myelography found that the large bells, especially if the sally wascaught high, gave excellent relief from pain; indeed, the longer the peal the better the relief. Others have used bell ringing as a source of exercise after myocardial infarction, and one man found that it eased his hand and elbow contractures after a bad road traffic accident.
